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Analyzing the nuclear interactions: challenges and new 
opportunities



Ab initio calculations of nuclear systems
Goal: develop a predictive understanding of nuclei and nucleonic matter in terms of the interactions between 

individual nucleons and external probes

‣ Improved and novel many-body frameworks


‣ Increased computational resources


‣Nuclear interactions and currents based on EFTs


‣Theoretical uncertainty quantification 

Credit to Heiko Hergert 
for collecting the data

Electroweak current operators: jEW =
AX

i=1

ji +
AX

i<j=1

jij +
AX

i<j<k=1

jijk + ....

Two and many-body interactions: H =
AX

i=1

p2
i

2mi
+

AX

i<j=1

vij +
AX

i<j<k=1

Vijk + .....

Ab-initio methods: solve the nuclear many-body problem:



Nuclear Interactions, Nuclei, and Infinite Matter

Success: increased many-body capability, algorithms under control  
Issue: largest uncertainty from input Hamiltonian; a deeper and more quantitative 
understanding of the connection between properties of matter and finite nuclei is still lacking

Challenge: consistent description of BEs, radii, saturation properties of NM, EoS of PNM, EW 
properties….   

**Sammarruca et al., PRC 102, 034313 (2020)
**Huther et al., PLB 808, 135651 (2020)

‣ IM-SRG calcula,ons** 
‣ NN (N3LO)**+3N (N3LO)** 
‣ 3N fi9ed to 3H and 16O g.s. energies at 

𝝠=450, 500, and 550** MeV 
‣ Unable to sa,sfy NM satura,on**

**Hoppe et al., PRC 100, 024318 (2019)
**Entem et al., PRC 96, 024004 (2017)
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FIG. 6. Ground-state energies per nucleon of selected closed-shell oxygen, calcium, and nickel isotopes. Results are shown at
N3LO for the EMN potential with cuto↵s ⇤ = 420, 450, and 500MeV depicted by the brown, orange, and green-solid lines and
circles, respectively. The N2LO results are given by the dashed lines for the EMN 450MeV potential (blue line and solid up
triangles) and the �-full interaction (purple line and solid up triangles), while NLO results are displayed by the red-dotted line
and diamonds. The open triangles give the coupled cluster (CC) results for the �-full interaction from Ref. [11] for comparison.
The blue and orange bands give the N2LO and N3LO uncertainty estimate, respectively, for the EMN 450MeV interaction.
We note that the uncertainty due to the E3Max cut is . 0.1MeV/A through 40Ca and increases up to ⇠ 0.5MeV/A for 68Ni.
Experimental values are taken from Ref. [32].

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but for charge radii. Experimental values are taken from Refs. [33, 34]. Note that the results for the
heavier calcium isotopes and beyond are somewhat less converged in ~! (see text for details).

N3LO bands. Moreover, we observe only a weak cuto↵ dependence at N3LO, which slightly increases for larger
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N3LO bands. Moreover, we observe only a weak cuto↵ dependence at N3LO, which slightly increases for larger

Fig.1 
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Figure 3. Ground-state energies (top panels) and point-proton rms radii (bottom panels) obtained in IM-SRG calculations for the NLO (solid
gray diamonds), N2LO (blue circles), N3LO (red boxes), and N3LO’ (open green boxes) interactions with ⇤ = 450 MeV (left), 500 MeV
(center), and 550 MeV (right). The error bands for N2LO (blue) and N3LO (red) are derived from the order-by-order behavior and include the
many-body uncertainties (see text). Experimental data is indicated by black bars [5, 36, 37].

Table I. Values of the 3N low-energy constants obtained from con-
sidering the 16O ground-state energy. The values for the two-
pion LECs are (c1, c3, c4) = (�0.74,�3.61, 2.44) GeV�1 for N2LO,
(�1.20,�4.43, 2.67) GeV�1 for N3LO, (�1.07,�5.32, 3.56) GeV�1

for N3LO’, taken from [23]. We use isospin-averaged values for CS =
(�4.60,�4.78,�4.56) fm2 and CT = (�0.010,�0.163,�0.069) fm2

for the three cuto↵s (450, 500, 550) MeV.

⇤ [MeV] cD cE E(4He) [MeV] Rrms(4He) [fm]
N2LO 450 10.0 0.909 -29.46 1.498
N3LO 450 9.0 -0.152 -29.05 1.475
N3LO’ 450 9.0 0.544 -29.50 1.499
N2LO 500 5.0 -0.159 -29.42 1.475
N3LO 500 4.0 -1.492 -29.12 1.453
N3LO’ 500 4.0 -1.481 -29.41 1.497
N2LO 550 2.0 -0.966 -29.45 1.459
N3LO 550 3.0 -1.745 -29.60 1.437
N3LO’ 550 1.0 -3.412 -29.64 1.477

the radii are practically independent of cD and in remarkable
agreement with experiment in all cases.

We emphasize that there is a clear mismatch between the
optimal cD values extracted from few-body systems, medium-
mass nuclei, and nuclear-matter saturation. Using the 4He en-
ergy and radius as a guideline (cf. red lines in Fig. 1), we
would arrive at cD ⇡ 2 corresponding to the green symbols in
Fig. 2. The nuclear-matter studies reported in Ref. [21] extract
cD ⇡ �3 from the saturation behaviour for the N3LO interac-
tion with the same cuto↵, but for a regulator with n = 4. This
value leads to a significant underbinding of medium-mass nu-
clei, as was also shown in Ref. [24]. Understanding the ap-
parent discrepancy between nuclear matter and medium-mass

nuclei will be an important task for future studies.
Selecting cD in Many-Body Systems. We have repeated

the above analysis for the N2LO and N3LO interactions with
all three cuto↵ values and we always find the same basic be-
havior discussed in Fig. 2. We can select an optimal cD for
each chiral order and cuto↵, such that the ground-state energy
of 16O is reproduced in simple IM-SRG calculations. Note
that we only consider integer values for cD for this selection.
Given the limited accuracy of the many-body scheme used in
this step, we do not attempt a rigorous fit. The resulting val-
ues for the low-energy constants are summarized in Tab. I. In
addition to the interactions with consistent chiral orders in the
NN and 3N sector, denoted by N2LO and N3LO, we also con-
sidered the case of NN interactions at N3LO combined with
3N interaction at N2LO, denoted by N3LO’. The optimal cD
values show two interesting systematics: (i) they are similar
for all di↵erent orders with a fixed cuto↵, (ii) they are rather
large for the smallest cuto↵ but decrease systematically with
increasing cuto↵. Table I also reports the ground-state energy
and radius of 4He obtained with the respective interactions.

Medium-Mass Nuclei and Uncertainties. Based on this
set of interactions we can address the various sources of the-
ory uncertainties. There is already some experience in assess-
ing the uncertainties of the many-body method itself. Vari-
ous comparisons of di↵erent many-body methods for a fixed
SRG-evolved Hamiltonian, e.g. in Refs. [14, 38–40], typically
indicated an uncertainty of 1–2%, e.g., due to the restriction to
normal-ordered two-body terms in the IM-SRG formulation.
Additional uncertainties due to the free-space SRG evolution
and the model space truncations can be shown to be small.
Combining all of these e↵ects, we estimate the many-body
uncertainties to be on the order of 2%.

More significant are the uncertainties resulting from the

Fig.2 

Fig.1 

Fig.2 

‣ IM-SRG calcula,ons** 
‣ NN (N3LO)**+3N (N3LO)** 
‣ 3N fi9ed to 3H b.e. + satura,on region NM at 

𝝠=420**, 450**, 500** MeV 
‣ Underbound g.s. energies and radii too large



How we are contributing to this grand-challenge….
• Theoretical formulation and optimization of models for nuclear interactions (and corresponding 

electroweak currents—S. Pastore) using effective field theories
‣ Inclusion of Bayesian methods to develop and improve order-by-order NN minimally non-local/local 

pion-less, delta-less, delta-full models
‣ Inclusion of subleading 3N contributions with emphasis on 3N contact interactions—relevant for 3N 

scattering observable

• Implementation of chiral models in Quantum Monte Carlo methods for:
‣ Calculations of binding energies, radii, electroweak transitions, muon captures, EM form factors,…, in light 

nuclei up to A=12—validation of the models

‣ Studies of neutrino scattering and neutrinoless double beta decay (S. Pastore)—where data are scarce or not 
available 

‣ Calculations of spacial densities/momentum distributions/spectroscopic overlaps—relevant to understand short 
range correlations, generate better spectral functions for neutrino-nucleus scattering,..

‣ Calculations of the EoS of nucleonic matter with focus on different aspects of the 3N force

• Extension of QMC methods to larger nuclei: major new wave function advances extended to A=11, 13 –
14 nuclei

• QMC ab initio calculations provide an important benchmark to test other computational methods that 
can be extended to the heavy nuclei



• To do so, we: 
- are using our exis,ng codes wri9en in Fortran to calculate the likelihood from NN sca9ering data 

(thousands of data available) 
- are using a MCMC package for the fi[ng: emcee package in Python (zeus to be tried!), schwimmbad 

for distributed computa,on (MPI) 
- are using f2py to convert Fortran into a Python module

• Implemen,ng Bayesian sta,s,cs, we can efficiently sample the parameter space to 
extract the posterior distribu,on:

vLO = vCI

LO
+ vEM

vNLO = vCI

LO
+ vCI

NLO
+ vCD

NLO
+ vEM

vN3LO = vCI

LO
+ vCI

NLO
+ vCI

N3LO
+ vCD

NLO
+ vCD

N3LO
+ vEM

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)

2 LECs 7 LECs 15 LECs

• We are working (for now) with a “simpler case”: only local short-range interac,ons

NN interactions: MCMC Implementation and its application

Jason Bub
Summer 2022 
BAND Fellowship

pr(a|Data, I)/ pr(Data|a, I)⇥ pr(a|I)

posterior likelihood prior
/ e��2(a)/2

} } }
CI:



Emulation of observable calculations

Ozge Surer Matt PlumleeStefan Wild

- Likelihood calcula,on respect to NN data rela,vely expensive 
 Serial likelihood calcula,on -> slow propaga,on

- Improvement route: Parallel likelihood calcula,on

Upsides:

Downsides:

✓ Quicker propaga,on 
✓ Ability to leverage more resources

✤ Inefficiencies due to MPI overhead and 
need for non-compu,ng master 
processes

Jason Bub
Summer 2022 
BAND Fellowship

• A full Bayesian treatment requires millions of samples:

-  Use surmise from BAND Collaboration 

-  Easier to emulate residuals than observables

• Solu,on: Emula,on

Challenge:

Opportunity:



Steps for emulation:

• Generate training dataset

• Start with POUNDerS 

optimization

• Train Gaussian Process 

emulator

• Validate emulator


Promising steps at NLO

Emulator results

Preliminary!!!



Emulation: How To

We can validate the emulator by 
comparing emulated value to simulated 
value. 

At NLO, emulator performs quite well. 

For N3LO, the parameter space is larger, 
requiring more thought in training point 
generation.  
• Multiple POUNDerS trajectories? 
• …..???

Work in progress!!!

Preliminary!!!

Preliminary!!!

Challenge:



Full Bayesian truncation error

• To move to a full Bayesian approach, we include (uncorrelated) theoretical 
errors, see arXiv:2104.04441


where


and   sets the scale of the correction for observable , and  sets the 
magnitude of the correction. 

yref,i yi c̄

χ2 = ∑
i

(yi − ti)2

σ2
exp,i

→ χ2 = ∑
i

(yi − ti)2

σ2
exp,i + σ2

ther,i

σ2
ther,i =

(yref,i c̄ Qn+1
i )2

1 − Q2
i

, Qi =
pi

Λb ∼ mπ

Dick Furnstahl Daniel Phillips

Summer 2022 
BAND Fellowship

Jason Bub



LEC dependance on max fitting energy

First step: Investigate how LECs 
change depending on max fitting 
energy at NLO


• No theory errors and 
uncorrelated theory errors 
have some differing 
dependance.


• Dependence should be 
resolved by correlations. 

Preliminary!!!



Correlated theory errors

In a correlated model, we use


with the goodness of fit determined by the Mahalanobis distance (i.e. 
“modified” )


Correlations on data introduces strong degeneracies in the covariance matrix. 
Work in progress to overcome them!

χ2

σ2
ther,i =

(yref,i c̄ Qn+1
i )2

1 − Q2
i

→ σ2
ther,ij =

yref,i yref,j c̄2 Qn+1
i Qn+1

j

1 − Qi Qj

dM( ⃗a ) = χ2 = ( ⃗y − ⃗t( ⃗a ))T(σ2
exp + σ2

ther,ij)
−1( ⃗y − ⃗t( ⃗a ))



Local chiral Hamiltonian with 𝝙’s NUCLEAR HAMILTONIAN

H =
X

i

Ki +
X

i<j

vij +
X

i<j<k

Vijk

Ki: Non-relativistic kinetic energy, mn-mp effects included

Argonne v18: vij = v!
ij + v"

ij + vI
ij + vS

ij =
P

vp(rij)O
p
ij

• 18 spin, tensor, spin-orbit, isospin, etc., operators
• full EM and strong CD and CSB terms included
• predominantly local operator structure
• fits Nijmegen PWA93 data with !2/d.o.f.=1.1

Wiringa, Stoks, Schiavilla: PRC 51, (1995)
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Urbana & Illinois: Vijk = V 2"
ijk + V 3"

ijk + V R
ijk

• Urbana has standard 2" P -wave +
short-range repulsion for matter saturation

• Illinois adds 2" S-wave + 3" rings
to provide extra T=3/2 interaction

• Illinois-7 has four parameters fit to 23 levels in A !10 nuclei

Pieper, Pandharipande, Wiringa, Carlson: PRC 64, 014001 (2001)
Pieper: AIP CP 1011, 143 (2008)

Norfolk NV2: vij = v
EM
ij + v

⇡
ij + v

2⇡
ij + v

CT
ij =

16X

p=1

v
p(rij)O

p
ij

• derived in chiral effec,ve field theory with 𝛥-intermediate states 
• 16 spin, tensor, spin-orbit, isospin, etc., operators 
• full EM and strong CD and CSB terms included 
• predominantly local operator structure suitable for quantum Monte Carlo 
• mul,ple models with different regulariza,on fit to Granada PWA2013 data: 

models a (b) cutoff 500 MeV (600 MeV) in p-space∼

Norfolk NV3: Vijk = V 2⇡
ijk + VcD + VcE
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• standard 2π S-wave and 2π P-wave terms consistent with chiral NN 
poten,al 

• contact terms of cD (π-short range) and cE (short-short range τi.τk) type 
• fit to 3H binding and nd sca9ering length (NV3) 
• or 3H binding and β− decay (NV3*)

MP et al. PRL 120, 052503 (2018)

MP et al. PRC 101, 045801 (2020)

MP et al. PRC 91, 024003 (2015); PRC 94, 054007 (2016)

model order ELab (MeV) Npp+np �2
/datum

Ia N3LO 0–125 2668 1.05

Ib N3LO 0–125 2665 1.07

IIa N3LO 0–200 3698 1.37

IIb N3LO 0–200 3695 1.37

MP et al. PRL 120, 052503 (2018)

Baroni et al. PRC 98, 044003 (2018)



AV18UX

NV2+3-Ia*
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• The probability of finding two nucleons in a nucleus with relative momentum q and total-center-of-mass 
momentum Q: 

•  Tables and figures that tabulate 
the single-nucleon momentum 
distribution (including proton and 
neutron spin momentum 
distribution) and two-nucleon 
momentum distribution (including 
pair distributions in different 
combinations of ST) will be 
available online 

•  A new capability in the VMC 
code: constraint in the 
momentum distribution according 
to pair separation distance 

Nuclear structure: two-nucleon momentum distribution

ρNN(q, Q)



Benchmark calculations between BHF, FHNC/SOC, AFDMC-
UP for both the AV18 and chiral-EFT interactions only (MP et al. 
PRC101 (2020) 045801) and with the inclusion of the corresponding 
3N interactions (Lovato, MP et al. PRC105 (2022) 055808)

Neutron Matter with realistic NN+3N potentials
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alone, the optimized �t vary only slightly from unity with
no significant lowering of the energy. If UIX is added in
perturbation, i.e., without re-optimizing the variational
parameters, the result, shown by the dashed line labeled
FHNCp in the upper panel of Fig. 1, is very close to the
AFDMC result.

This kind of behavior of the FHNC/SOC energies has
been observed before [100] where it was identified as a
neutral pion condensate, i.e., a tendency toward spin-
space order in nucleon matter, and it is a noticeable fea-
ture of the WFF and APR EOS [8, 9]. The FHNC/SOC
calculations for AV18+UIX shown in the lower panel of
Fig. 1 also have this enhanced tensor correlation, but the
lowering of the energy relative to the BHF and AFDMC
calculations is less dramatic than for AV6P+UIX. This
kind of ordered solution in FHNC/SOC calculations de-
pends on the Hamiltonian, and is not found in most of
the Norfolk potentials – only model NV2+3-Ib* seems
to exhibit this behavior. Whether this kind of solution
is a result of approximations in the treatment of the 3N
potential contribution [86], or it is actually discovering
a phase that the BHF and AFDMC calculations miss, is
unknown at this time.

For reference, in Fig. 1, we show the APR result of
Ref. [9], which has also been obtained solving the ground-
state of AV18+UIX with the FHNC/SOC method. As in
Ref. [1], we denote this EOS “APR1” to di↵erentiate it
from the one that includes relativistic corrections arising
from the boost of the NN potential, dubbed “APR2”.
The di↵erences between APR1 and our own FHNC/SOC
results are minimal and mainly due to our improved
treatment of elementary diagrams and some di↵erences
in the handling of spin-orbit correlations.

On the other hand, the AFDMC and BHF energies
per particle remain very close up to ⇢ = 0.32 fm�3 —
the maximum di↵erence being 3.2 MeV and 2.1 MeV for
AV6P+UIX and AV18+UIX, respectively. The AFDMC
and BHF EOS obtained with the AV18+UIX interaction
are remarkably similar to APR1 up to ⇢0, thereby cor-
roborating its accuracy, but become sti↵er at higher den-
sities. This behavior is consistent with a recent Bayesian
analysis of the of masses, radii, and tidal deformabalities
measured by the NICER satellite and the LIGO/Virgo
collaboration that favors a sti↵er EOS than APR2 [101].
However, before definitive conclusions can be drawn, rel-
ativistic corrections must be included in both AFDMC
and BHF calculations. It has also to be noted that clus-
ter variational Monte Carlo calculations indicate that the
AV18+UIX Hamiltonian underbinds 16O and 40Ca nu-
clei [102]. A less repulsive version of the UIX force is
therefore required to reproduce the ground-state ener-
gies of these nuclei, which will likely soften the EOS of
PNM.

The di↵erences between the AV6P+UIX and
AV18+UIX EOS are much smaller that when the
two-body forces alone are included [46, 50]. This
behavior may be ascribed to the phenomenological re-
pulsive term of the UIX potential that prevents nucleons

FIG. 1. Neutron-matter EOS as obtained from the
AV6P+UIX (upper panel) and AV18+UIX (lower panel)
Hamiltonians.

from getting close to each other, thereby reducing the
relevance of accurately fitting high partial waves in
NN scattering. Hence, as argued by the Authors of
Refs. [103], the AV6P+UIX Hamiltonian can be safely
employed to make predictions of neutron-matter prop-
erties, including finite-temperature ones [104], avoiding
the technical complications associated with spin-orbit
and quadratic spin-orbit operators.
The curves in the plot correspond to a polynomial fit

for the density dependence of the energy per particle.
Its functional form contains a term proportional to the
kinetic energy of a free Fermi gas plus two contributions
that are inspired by a cluster expansion of the energy
expectation value, truncated at the three- body level

E(⇢)

A
= a2/3

✓
⇢

⇢0

◆2/3

+ a1

✓
⇢

⇢0

◆
+ a2

✓
⇢

⇢0

◆2

. (41)

The fit parameters that best reproduce the AFDMC cal-
culations are listed in Table III with their estimated er-
rors. The covariance matrix of the fit has also been com-
puted and it is available upon request.
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a2/3 a1 a2

NV2+3-Ia* 24.23± 0.44 �15.09± 0.99 6.02± 0.13
NV2+3-Ib* 26.17± 0.18 �18.71± 0.40 10.85± 0.05
NV2+3-IIb* 24.35± 0.46 �15.11± 0.90 6.49± 0.06

TABLE IV. Best-fit parameters from Eq. (41) for the AFDMC
energy per particle obtained from the NV2+3-Ia*/b* and
NV2+3-IIb* Hamiltonians.

for neutron star EOS. Finite energies are found at each
density, but models Ia and IIa, with their large negative
cE terms, have energy maxima near saturation density ⇢0
and become less repulsive or even bound at higher densi-
ties, indicative of collapse. Energies for models Ib and IIb
continue to increase slowly up to 2⇢0, but NV2+3-Ib is al-
ready less repulsive than NV2-Ib alone. Model IIb shows
the greatest stability, consistent with having the least
negative cE term, but the energy appears to be near a
maximum at 2⇢0. As mentioned above, the FHNC/SOC
energies for these models show relatively little sensitivity
to the variational �t parameter, i.e., no evidence for a
neutral pion condensate.

The NV2+3-Ia*/b* and NV2+3-IIa*/b* Hamiltonians
are characterized by smaller values of cE than NV2+3-
Ia/b and NV2+3-IIa/b. As a consequence, among the
models fitted to also reproduce tritium � decay, only
NV2+3-IIa* causes PNM to collapse at ⇢ = ⇢0. In the
latter case however, the uncertainty in cE , found by prop-
agating the experimental error of � decay rate, is about
0.1. Therefore, it may be possible to find a value for
cE for this model that does not yield collapsing PNM
while still providing a �-decay rate compatible with the
experimental value, at least within three-sigma.

The EOS obtained with all the other models using the
BHF, FHNC/SOC, and the AFDMC methods are dis-
played in Fig. 3. The solid curves correspond to the
polynomial fit of Eq. (41), whose best parameters for
the AFDMC method are listed in Table IV. Similarly
to the AV6P+UIX and AV18+UIX cases, the BHF and
AFDMC energies are remarkably close up to twice sat-
uration density — the maximum di↵erence remaining
within 2.7 MeV per particle. On the other hand, the EOS
computed within the FHNC/SOC method are softer, es-
pecially in the high-density region. It is however remark-
able that the three many-body methods di↵er at most by
1.9 MeV per particle for ⇢  ⇢0. Extending the compar-
ison to the high-density region, the discrepancies among
the many-body methods remain below 5.9 MeV per par-
ticle, and hence significantly smaller than the 16.2 MeV
di↵erence between the AFDMC results obtained with the
NV2+3-Ia* and NV2+3-Ib* Hamitlonians at ⇢ = 2⇢0.
Hence, the theoretical uncertainty associated with mod-
eling nuclear dynamics is more relevant than the one
pertaining to the many-body methods — even exclud-
ing from this comparison the Hamiltonians that yield a
deeply-bound EOS of PNM.

FIG. 3. Pure neutron-matter EOS as obtained from the
NV2+3-1a⇤ (upper panel) and NV2+3-1b⇤ (middle panel),
and NV2+3-2b⇤ Hamiltonians.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Using as input the phenomenological AV6P+UIX and
AV18+UIX Hamiltonians, we observe an excellent agree-
ment between the AFDMC, BHF, and FHNC/SOC

•  AFDMC-UC, BHF, FHNC/SOC are very close to each 
other up to  . They differ at most by ~2 MeV per 
particle at .

•  AFDMC-UC and BHF are remarkably close up to  
with the maximum difference remaining within ~2.7 MeV 
per particle.

•  FHNC/SOC is below AFDMC and BHF at higher density: 
limited three-body terms into the cluster expansion and 
enhancement tensor correlation. They differ at most by ~6 
MeV per particle at  .

ρ ≤ ρ0
ρ = ρ0

ρ = 2 ρ0

ρ = 2ρ0
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a2/3 a1 a2

AV6P+UIX 27.2± 0.4 �19.1± 0.8 11.80± 0.04
AV18+UIX 30.5± 1.1 �25.7± 2.4 13.24± 0.23

TABLE III. Best-fit parameters from Eq. (41) for the AFDMC
energy per particle obtained from the AV6P+UIX and
AV18+UIX Hamiltonians.

The first generation of Norfolk NN plus 3N Hamilto-
nians, fitted on the trinucleon ground-state energies and
nd doublet scattering length, are characterized by rela-
tively large and negative values of cE , listed in Table I.
When used as inputs in the AFDMC, all the NV2+3-Ia/b
and NV2+3-IIa/b Hamiltonians yield to the “collapse” of
PNM, whose energy per particles became large — of the
order of several GeV per particle — and negative already
at saturation density. Thanks to the flexibility of our
variational ansatz, based on cubic-spline correlations, the
collapse is clearly visible already at the variational level.
On the other hand, using correlation functions deter-
mined minimizing the two-body cluster contribution to
the energy per particle, as done in our previous work [46],
prevents the collapse from happening at the VMC level.
In this latter case, PNM becomes deeply bound already
after a few time steps in the imaginary-time di↵usion.

The collapse is associated with the formation of
“droplets” of closely packed neutrons, ultimately caused
by the attractive nature of the cE term in the 3N force.
Its strength grows with the third power of the number
of particles in a droplet, and overcomes the repulsive
kinetic-energy contribution. To better illustrate this be-
havior, in Fig. 2 we display the positions of 66 neutrons
with PBC obtained from a single Metropolis step of a
variational Monte Carlo calculation for model NV2+3-
Ia. In the upper panel, the 3N force is turned o↵ and the
neutrons are distributed uniformly in the box. When the
3N is included in the Hamiltonian, the variational wave
function changes dramatically, making the neutrons form
closely-packed droplets. Note that the average density of
the system is unchanged, as the droplets move across the
box — and in fact they can enter nearby boxes so that
periodicity is enforced.

Requiring the energy per particle of PNM to be posi-
tive at ⇢ = ⇢0 yields lower bounds on cE . We find that
these limits are fairly insensitive to the value of cD —
whose impact in PNM is modest — and, more surpris-
ingly, to the specific NN interaction of choice. In fact,
taking cE & �0.1 is su�cient to avoid the collapse, for all
the NV2+3-Ia/b and NV2+3-IIa/b models. These limits
are conservative for primarily two reasons. First, we have
obtained them by simulating 66 neutrons with PBC. At
fixed density, the expectation value of the 3N force grows
a factor ⇠ N faster than the NN potential and a factor
⇠ N2 faster than the kinetic energy, where N is the num-
ber of neutrons in the box. Hence, putting more neutrons
in the box will likely increase the relative importance of

the 3N interaction, bringing the lower limits on cE closer
to zero — see Ref. [105] for a mathematical discussion on
this point. Second, here we are only imposing positive
energies per particle, neglecting constraints coming from
astrophysical observations, such as the maximum mass
of the star or its tidal deformability, which will probably
require sti↵er EOS, and hence more stringent limits on
cE .
The FHNC/SOC calculations for NV2+3-Ia/b and -

IIa/b also find these models are generally not suitable

FIG. 2. Single snapshot of a Metropolis random walk for
VMC calculations. The variational wave functions are opti-
mized with the NV2-Ia two-body force alone (upper panel)
and including the three-body force NV2+3-Ia (lower panel)
which leads to the formation of neutron droplets.
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Model cD cE
Ia 3.666 –1.638

Ib –2.061 –0.982

IIa 1.278 –1.029

IIb –4.480 –0.412

NV2+3s:

First generation NV2+3s are characterized by relatively large and negative values of : “collapse” of PNM, whose 
energy per particles became large (  several GeV per particle).

cE
∼

✴ Posi&ons of 66 neutrons with PBC obtained from a single 
Metropolis random walk of a VMC calcula&on. The 3N 
force is turned off and the neutrons are distributed 
uniformly in the box

✴ The inclusion of 3N in the Hamiltonian changes drama&cally 
the varia&onal wave func&on, making the neutrons form 
closely-packed droplets. 

✴ Requiring the energy per par&cle of PNM to be posi&ve at 
 yields lower bounds on :  (conserva&ve 

es&mate)
ρ = ρ0 cE cE ≳ − 0.1

cD cE

Lovato, MP et al. PRC105 (2022) 055808



w/o 3N with 3N

Model cD cE E0(
3
H) E0(

3
He) E0(

4
He)

2and E0(
3
He) E0(

4
He)

Ia* –0.635(255) –0.09(8) –7.825 –7.083 –25.15 1.085 –7.728 –28.31

Ib* –4.705(285) 0.550(150) –7.606 –6.878 –23.99 1.284 –7.730 –28.31

IIa* –0.610(280) –0.350(100) –7.956 –7.206 –25.80 0.993 –7.723 –28.17

IIb* –5.250(310) 0.05(180) –7.874 –7.126 –25.31 1.073 –7.720 –28.17

NV2+3s*:

cD cE

Neutron Matter with realistic NN+3N potentials

•  Model dependence of the EOS at three-body level  (~16 MeV) 
•  The exp error on the 3H beta decays in the NV2+3s* (numbers in parenthesis) is not propagated yet

ρ = 2ρ0

Lovato, MP et al. PRC105 (2022) 055808



Nuclear matter with realistic NN potentials
Benchmark calculations SNM between BHF, FHNC/SOC, AFDMC-UP for the AV6P

Preliminary!!

Bombaci, Logoteta, Lovato, Piarulli, Wiringa work in progress!!!



Studying B(GT) in nuclei with A=11

Garrett King 

National Science Foundation
Michigan State University

Motivation

� Understanding nuclear structure:
• Goal: To describe nuclei from first 

principles.
• Nuclei near the driplines are fertile 

testing grounds for nuclear models.

� 11N is interesting:
• Mirror of 11Be.
• Demonstrates parity inversion.

� Further developing the (p,n) 
charge-exchange reaction as a 
probe:
• Has proven very useful for studies 

of excited states in exotic nuclei.

J. Schmitt, November 19, 2021, Slide 5

NNDC Chart of the Nuclides, 
https://www.nndc.bnl.gov/nudat3/.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facility_for_Rare_Isotope_Beams

Reduced matrix element from QMC can be used to obtain 
transition strengths to exclusive final states


Recently B(GT) from charge exchange (CE) reactions has been 
extracted for  and compared the 
results with previously measured B(GT) values from mirror 

 transitions


B(GT) values can be extracted from the CE cross section via a 
well-established proportionality relationship with the CE 
differential cross sections at small momentum transfer


Comparing theoretical and experimental B(GT) in neutron and 
proton rich nuclei can provide information about the quality of 
ab initio wave functions and many-body methods

11C[gs] →11 N*[1/2−,3/2−]

11B[gs] →11 Be*[1/2−,3/2−]

B(GT) for A=11 nuclei 

1

Reduced matrix elements from QMC can be used to 
obtain transition strengths to exclusive final states

B(GT) obtained from charge exchange reactions at 
zero momentum transfer do not depend on model 
assumptions and can be used to benchmark nuclear 
models 

Comparing theoretical and experimental B(GT) in
neutron and proton rich nuclei can provide 
information about the quality of ab initio wave 
functions and many-body methods 

B(GT) for A=11 nuclei 

1

Reduced matrix elements from QMC can be used to 
obtain transition strengths to exclusive final states

B(GT) obtained from charge exchange reactions at 
zero momentum transfer do not depend on model 
assumptions and can be used to benchmark nuclear 
models 

Comparing theoretical and experimental B(GT) in
neutron and proton rich nuclei can provide 
information about the quality of ab initio wave 
functions and many-body methods 

Remco Zegers Alex BrownJaclyn Schmitt 

Schmitt, King et al. submitted to PRC



11B(g.s.) → 11Be*

VMC agrees well with the value extracted 
from (t,3He) 

(d,2He) data consistent with unquenched shell 
model calculation

Two-body effects ~2%-3% and subtractive 

(d,2He) – Ohnishi et al., Nucl. Phys. A 687 (2001)
(t,3He) – Daito et al., Phys. Lett. B (1998)

Studying B(GT) in nuclei with A=11

Schmitt, King et al. submitted to PRC



11C(g.s.) → 11N*

VMC result consistent under isospin
symmetry when studying mirror transition

Good agreement between central value of
VMC and experimental error bars

Two-body effects ~2%-4% and subtractive

B(GT) for A=11 nuclei 

4

11C(g.s.) → 11N*

Shell Model – courtesy of B. A. Brown (MSU)
(p,n) – courtesy of J. Schmitt (MSU)

Preliminary Preliminary

VMC result consistent under isospin
symmetry when studying mirror transition

Good agreement between central value of
VMC and experimental error bars

Two-body effects ~2%-4% and subtractive

Studying B(GT) in nuclei with A=11

GFMC typically quench the GT matrix element by 
2% to 3% from the VMC, which would lead to 
results that are s,ll in good agreement with the 
data

Schmitt, King et al. submitted to PRCSensi,vity to nuclear models to be performed 



Summary:
•(Progress): Tremendous progress in ab-ini,o theory: algorithms and interac,ons 

- increased algorithm efficiency,  
- new algorithms (hybrid),  
- successful algorithm benchmarks, 
- advent of EFTs and UQ

•(Progress): Possibility to perform consistent calcula,ons for nuclei and infinite ma9er, 
connec,ng nuclei observables to astrophysical quan,,es and observa,ons   

•(Needs): New protocols to build realis,c nuclear interac,ons:  
         which observables to use? In which mass range? 
         Bayesian tools and UQ 
         improvements in the formula,on of the 3NFs

•(Needs): A deeper and more quan,ta,ve understanding of the connec,on between proper,es of 
ma9er and finite nuclei is needed

•(Needs): light and medium-mass n-and p-rich phenomenology: input for Hamiltonian constraints, 
theory valida,on
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